THEME – INTEREST GROUPS

Studying Interest Groups Using Lobbying Disclosure Reports
Frank R. Baumgartner, Penn State University • Beth L. Leech, Rutgers University

Scott Furlong noted in the previous issue of this newsletter that the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 represented “two steps forward and one step back.” The two steps forward stem from the wealth of data collected from thousands of lobbyists; these constitute a tremendous resource to those of us interested in lobbying activities. The one step back is the logistical nightmare that hinders any systematic analysis of the data. Furlong’s article 1 reviews the difficulties and advantages of the lobbying disclosure reports; there is no need to repeat his apt description here. Our focus instead is on the ways in which we can overcome the logistical difficulties inherent in the use of the data, potentially providing to the discipline something it sorely needs: broader access to high quality and systematic evidence concerning the substance and scope of interest-group lobbying activities.

In our previous review of the state of interest-group studies, 2 we noted that the field suffers from a dearth of commonly available and widely used sources of basic information. Whereas students of voting behavior can use the National Election Studies, there is no broad and centralized source for information concerning lobbying. In 1995 with the passage of the Lobbying Disclosure Act, Congress required the collection and public availability of a wealth of information concerning lobbying activities. Unfortunately, as Furlong notes, there has been little attention to making these data usable by the scholarly community. Here we report on our efforts to make a database from the reports filed in 1996, noting the scope of our data collection effort, the value of the information we were able to begin analyzing, and the promise of future work in this area. Our experience is that a group of undergraduates supervised carefully can easily make the entire set of reports into a usable database ready for analysis in one year. We hope that solving some of the logistical hurdles facing the field will encourage greater and more systematic analysis of group lobbying activities.

Size and Logistics of the Empirical Task

The 1995 Lobbying Disclosure Act significantly expanded the reporting requirements for organizations active in Washington, D.C. For the first time, it required semi-annual reports from each firm or organization active in Washington lobbying activities. Lobbying firms must file a report for each client; organizations employing their own in-house lobbyists must report separately. All registrants must indicate the amount of money spent and the issues on which they were active, and they must file a separate report for each of 74 distinct issue-areas on which they lobbied. Reports must be filed semi-annually with the Clerk of the House of Representatives and with the Secretary of the Senate. We obtained the complete set of records for December 31, 1996, filing period—approximately 19,000 reports—and we supervised a group of student-workers as they transferred these microfilmed reports into a computerized database. 3

Reports include identification material for the lobbyist and client organization (if these are not the same),
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Considerable information from the 1997 lobbying disclosure reports (and soon from the 1998 reports) is available free from the Center for Responsive Politics and through its web site (<www.crp.org>). Extensive though this site is, even it does not have the level of detail available in the original reports. For example, the Center for Responsive Politics site does not provide information about the issues on which the groups lobbied. The company Public Disclosure Inc. (<www.tray.com>) has likewise compiled a database of registrants from the year-end reports from 1998. For a $199 fee, anyone may download a database that includes the name of the registrant, name of client, and the amount spent. Unfortunately for interest-group scholars, this source contains no information about the targets of lobbying activities or the issues on which the lobbying occurred. Still, these sites constitute invaluable tools and are easily accessible, in contrast to the congressional forms themselves.

The only complete solution is the creation of a database designed for use by scholars. This is far from an impossible task. We purchased the first two years of reports on microfilm (forty-two rolls) from the U.S. Senate for the cost of reproduction: $840. We then designed a Microsoft Access database entry form and supervised a set of student workers as they entered the relevant data from the last half of 1996 (thirteen rolls of microfilm). All of the reports were entered, identification numbers were assigned to each registrant and each client, and we were able to analyze the results after approximately 1,000 hours of student coding. The 74 issue-codes make it possible to break down activity by area. The range of targets mentioned is impressive, including congressional committees and a large number of executive agencies. We can therefore note which agencies are targeted by lobbying activities with what frequency and by whom. Making a list of the issues mentioned is considerably more complex. Some groups mention general areas of activity (e.g., “Medicare reform”) whereas others give specific bills. Some refer to entire bills; others only to those sections that interest them. Suffice it to say that our coding efforts in this area continue. We expect to have a completed set of issue-codes, allowing us to compare sets of lobbyists active on given issues, after an additional 250 hours of student coding work. All in all, therefore, the logistics involved in this project amount to the purchase of the forms and less than 1,500 hours of data entry. At $8 an hour, one six-month reporting period can be completed for less than $15,000. Of course, Congress could create and distribute the data in this form itself, but our point is that even if it does not do so the costs of creating a database are not so enormous as to make it possible. The real problem is to find the resources or to coordinate efforts to do so on a continuing basis.
Preliminary Results from the 1996 Reports

It is not possible to give a complete picture of the results of our analysis in this space, but we can mention several findings that indicate the usefulness of the database and the potential, if scholars were able to analyze these data on a continuing basis, to address some important issues in American politics. First is the number and range of registrants. More than 1,700 groups registered directly, but an additional 4,200 organizations did no lobbying themselves but were reported as the clients of Washington lobbying firms. The lobbying firms, rarely the subject of scholarly inquiry, numbered 1,208. Of the 967 lobbying firms that reported earning more than $10,000 in fees in 1996, their average fee was $376,973. Aggregate fees paid to Washington lobbying firms totalled approximately $365 million. Aggregate expenditures by all registrants was over $800 million, with more than half of that total coming from businesses and trade associations ($461 million and $180 million, respectively). These figures are all the more impressive when one considers that they exclude spending on grassroots lobbying, media purchases, and the like; the definition of lobbying used in the act is quite restrictive. Of course, there are reasons to be wary of the exact dollar figures in any given report—some registrants may under-report their activities whereas others may have an incentive to over-report. Still, the overall picture that emerges from this new data source is one of a massive and well-funded army of lobbyists, much greater than previous surveys have indicated. Not only is the level of activity greater than previous studies note, but the degree of pro-business bias apparent here is even greater than in previous surveys of interest groups. Among the 178 organizations that spent more than $1 million on lobbying in 1996, for example, only 10 were citizen or nonprofit organizations, the rest represented businesses, trade and professional associations, and institutions.

In sum, the lobby disclosure reports appear to represent a useful, if imperfect, source of considerable information of interest to group scholars and to students of American politics more generally. They paint a vivid picture of the lobbying process. Properly analyzed, they will allow the comparison of lobbying in different issue-areas, of different targets, and on different issues. Of course, this is possible only with some considerable investment in creating a usable database.

Future Possibilities

Students of interest groups, so often captivated by the collective goods dilemma, should learn from their own studies and coordinate to produce some public goods for ourselves. Many sources of information are too costly for a single scholar to acquire or to put together but, with cooperation and collaboration, would be valuable research tools. The partial databases being compiled by the Senate, Center for Responsive Politics, and Public Disclosure, for example, may make it possible to reduce the amount of time needed to transcribe the reports into a usable database (for reporting periods after 1996). The disclosure reports now required of lobbyists are not a panacea for the systematic study of lobbying and interest-group activities, but they can be a useful starting point for a variety of research projects. Our plan, for example, is to use these reports as a basis for a sampling frame to do interviews with active lobbyists. Those interested in a particular issue-areas could also use these data, as they would tell a lot about the mobilization of interest and the distribution of resources in a given policy area. Like any single data source, they most likely will require supplemental information to be useful to test any particular theory, or fully to illuminate any particular perspective. These data by themselves, in sum, will not be the cure for all our scholarly worries. But they are certainly a potential course of considerable information about the policy process, and we should organize to make them usable, if Congress will not.

Notes


3 We would like to thank the Program in American Politics, the Department of Political Science, and the Office of the Vice President for Research and Associate Provost for Graduate Studies at Texas A&M University for financial assistance on this project. Baumgartner acknowledges the support of Caltech and Penn State. We also would like to thank the hardworking Texas A&M Students who devoted their summer (and beyond) to data collection for our project: Jessica Geeslin, Elizabeth Murdock, Laura Orean, Melissa Thompson, and Heidi Watzak. Melissa Thompson merits special thanks for her continued work on this project and her efforts to ensure high quality data. Coding for this project is ongoing, but when it is completed we intend to make these data available to other researchers.


5 For a more complete report of these findings, see “Business Advantage in the Washington Lobbying Community.”
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The course includes an overview of the study, sample, and basic findings followed by a Senate panel discussion. After a short break those in attendance will participate in a House panel discussion, and finally a "Show and Tell" segment will highlight sample television and direct mail campaigns run by parties and interest groups. The course will conclude with a discussion of methods and implications.
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Financing the 1996 Election

The 1996 election revealed dramatic changes in the way federal campaigns are paid for. Through soft money donations, issue advocacy campaigns, and other strategies, parties and candidates have been able to circumvent the regulations put in place after the Watergate scandal. Despite rhetorical condemnations, there is every reason to expect these trends to continue in the future.

This study of the 1996 election—the latest in a quadrennial series sponsored by the Citizens' Research Foundation—catalogues the new campaign finance practices and their consequences. The introductory chapter charts the sea-change in campaign finance. Succeeding chapters focus on spending in the 1996 election, the finances of presidential and congressional candidate committees, and the major categories of campaign contributors—individual donors, political parties, and interest groups. The book concludes with a consideration of the prospects for campaign finance reform.

Financing the 1996 Election is expected to be published in September 1999 by M.E. Sharpe, Inc.

Parties and Elections in America: The Electoral Process Third Edition
L. Sandy Maisel

Parties and Elections in America is a major revision of a well-respected text covering all aspects of the electoral process from historical roots to election year 2000. This new edition is completely revised and up to date, including data from the 1996 presidential election, the 1996 and 1998 congressional and statewide elections, and the early phase of the 2000 presidential election.

Parties and Elections in America is expected to be published in August 1999 by Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc.

Politics, Parties and Elections in America Fourth Edition
John F. Bibby

This comprehensive text incorporates the latest research concerning what political parties do, how they are organized, how party leaders behave, and the impact of political parties on government and the evolving nature of parties. Politics, Parties and Elections in America also discusses the limitations of political parties, the mechanics of elections and how American politics have come to be controlled by political parties.

Politics, Parties and Elections in America is expected to be published in August 1999 by Wadsworth Publishing.
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Partisan Approach to Postwar American Politics
Byron E. Shafer, Editor
(Chatham House 1998)

Rick Farmer, University of Akron

Political parties in America have undergone significant transformation in the postwar period. This transformation is both cause and consequence of the politics of the period. In *Partisan Approaches to Postwar American Politics* (Chatham House 1998), Byron Shafer and his co-authors seek to use political parties and partisanship as a window for observing American politics. They examine six element (party officeholders, party factions, partisan elites, party organizations, mass partisanship, and partisan rules) to determine: Can parties provide a window into the events of the past 50 years? Did parties shape those events? How much can we learn from this window?

The chapters are developed in a parallel fashion. Each chapter begins with a description of the immediate postwar period. Then, it proceeds to a discussion of changes that have taken place since 1946. This is followed by a description of the current situation. Finally, each chapter turns to a discussion of the importance of these specific changes in understanding postwar American politics.

Parties offer an interesting window on politics because they are often the primary intermediaries, bringing together individuals and policy ideas, dispensing political actors and policy agendas. Parties are studied because they are both a valuable independent variable and an excellent dependent variable in the political process. In the postwar period, Shafer sees in the foreground shaping public policy. One layer below the surface he sees the competition between party factions shaping the policy shapers. Parties are also in the foreground of the postwar picture as partisan loyalties, among the general public, weaken. Parties can be seen in the background as they organize to do battle and as their battlefield is shaped by shifting rules of engagement.

The greatest value of this book lies in its individual chapters, in the information and analysis that they provide. Randall Strahan examines the role of partisan officeholders. He explains how the mass decline of partisanship coupled with stronger congressional parties have created a situation where the Presidency is less partisan and the Congress is more partisan. This observation is particularly important in light of the fact that the parties have recently traded branches of government. As a window in politics in the postwar period, Strahan concludes, political leaders registered rather than caused the political change that occurred.

Parties have long suffered the effects of internal bickering and shifting factional coalitions. Niccol Rae describes these shifting factions in the postwar period. He finds that the least factionalized party generally wins the Presidency. However, because factions often have geographic bases, the most factionalized party often controls Congress. Rae argues that party factions have shaped the electoral alignments of these decades, making them an excellent window on postwar politics.

Sifting social forces cause a circulation of elites, which Byron Shafer describes. He uses the emergence and decline of various factions to explain much of postwar politics. Four groups are tracked through the postwar period: organized labor, Modern Republicans, New Democrats, and evangelical Protestants. He finds that the issue agenda shifts as various groups rise to prominence.

John Bibby provides an excellent portrayal of party organization activity in the postwar period, tracking their decline and reemergence as they adapt to new political realities. He explains the rise of candidate-centered politics. Then, he discusses the niche that party organizations have found for themselves in the candidate-centered era. Parties provide important and valuable services, which candidates otherwise may not be able to afford. This allows the parties to coordinate activities among campaigns, focusing resources where they are most needed. Ultimately this coordination and assistance creates a sense of solidarity among the parties’ elected officials. In effect, parties have institutionalized their candidate support role in a way that harmonizes with candidate-centered politics.

The decline of mass partisanship is documented by William Mayer. His analysis indicates that the decline has given rise to split-ticket voting and divided party government. Simultaneously the parties have become more ideologically distinct. Decreased mass partisanship, split-ticket voting, divided party government, candidate centered politics, increased party organization, and increased ideological cohesion have given rise to what Mayer called a ‘semi-responsible’ party system, where parties are better organized but less accountable. Mayer feels the change in mass parties is more a reflection of postwar politics than a cause.

An aspect of partisan competition that is often overlooked or undersold is the formal rules which structure elections. Harold Bass chronicles these changes in the postwar period. The changes may seem minor but the effects are significant. The loss of control over nominations to primaries severely weakened the parties. Changes in ballot structures contributed to split-ticket voting, thus, divided government. Increases in suffrage reduced the overall percentage of voter turnout. In other words, many of the problems commonly identified by scholars can be traced to rule changes.

Each individual chapter easily stands alone, taking a comprehensive longitudinal look at its particular subject. Each is rich in historic context and offers two distinct and comparable snapshots of parties, one in the immediate postwar period and as the century turns. The comparison of these snapshots in historic context reveals much about how parties have adapted to their changing circumstances.

A significant amount of data is presented in the chapters to support the authors’ narratives. These data do not require sophisticated analysis and are presented in ways that are easily comprehensible. The data are readily accessible and serve as a handy reference on a variety of party-related topics in a single volume.

The strength of the book’s chapters also proves in some ways to be its weakness. Because each chapter stands alone there is considerable redundancy, to borrow a statistical term, within and between the chapters. Attempting to use the prescribed parallel framework, each author describes at the outset an era in which parties are strong. However, they feel compelled to note that this is not the final condition of the parties. As the evolution of the parties unfolds, the authors remind us repeatedly that we have not reached the end of the story. Ultimately, this forces the authors to describe the current party system at the end of each major section, creating significant redundancy. The “between” redundancy occurs as each of the six authors describe the same history and events. For example, because the Progressive Era was so important in the evolution of party structures, each author necessarily describes the Progressives, their reforms, and the effects. Similar redundancies occur with a variety of events as each author independently makes a case.

An opening historical/contextual chapter could have alleviated some of the redundancies. Equally useful would have been a comprehensive chapter which drew all of the findings together into a single analysis. It would be valuable to consider how each of these chapters speak to one another. Several interesting possibilities are available. One set of questions that arise is, what can we make of Strahan’s claim that the least factionalized party wins the Presidency and Rae’s claim that the least partisan candidate wins the Presidency? How does Mayer’s discussion of mass parti...
sanction or Bass's discussion of primaries affect this phenomenon? Or, how does Bibby's explanation of party organizations affect the opposite claims that the most factionalized and most partisan party wins the Congress? What does the overall picture of political parties in America look like at the turn of the century? These are just a few of the questions which these chapters stir, but the book makes no attempt to answer. Rather the editor's brief introduction focuses on the question, how important are parties in understanding politics?

This book is valuable to party scholars at several levels. It is an important and useful resource for those who study and write about parties. The chapters present good description of how parties have adapted to the changing times in the last half of the 20th Century. They offer easily accessible data on a variety of important topics in a single volume. The topics are covered in a comprehensive manner. Each of the chapters is a contribution in its own right and scholars will want to build on these works.

In the classroom the independent chapters could be used individually in a variety of courses. Strahan's chapter on officeholders could be used in a class on Congress. Rae and Shaffer's chapters on factions and elites could be used in a course on interest groups. Mayer's chapter on mass participation could be used in a course on public opinion. Bass's chapter on rules could be used in a course on campaigns. Since each of the chapters tend to cover much of the same ground, Bibby's chapter on party organizations may be the most useful as a stand alone chapter. It could be used in a discussion of Congress, parties, elections, or American government more generally. The book as a whole has value in a course on political parties. Students will come away from the book understanding that parties are dynamic, not static and that parties are relatively weak, yet rebounding.